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1. Introduction
The problem of Common-Cause Failure(CCF) for
Digital I&C(DI&C) systems in nuclear power plant is
emerging as a continuous regulatory issue in the
licensing of new power plants and the digital upgrade of
existing power plants. CCF means that a potential defect
in a digital system, including software, will fail
simultaneously on more than one device or system. In
general, safety-related DI&C in nuclear power plants
require the CCF analysis evaluation and coping designs
for the systems. To address potential problems with the
fundamental CCF of safety related digital facilities, a
design is adopted to ensure plant safety shutdowns as
non-safety-related equipment and systems. In reality,
there is no means of operators of main control rooms to
monitor and recognize the occurrence of CCFs on
safety-related digital equipment. This paper proposes a
CCF diagnosis and monitoring system for DI&C
systems.
2. The CCF Diagnosis and Monitoring System
In general, nuclear power plants are equipped with
defense-in-depth design concepts that apply more than
one line of defense to achieve safety functional goals.
Inherent defects in digital systems can be activated at
some point, causing equipment failures that can
adversely affect the entire system when sharing
incorrect information. The plant protection system(safety
equipment) and diverse protection system(non-safety
equipment) are designed and applied to ensure the
safety shutdown for nuclear power plants. The diverse
protection system is designed to safety shutdown a
reactor when a plant safety-related facility becomes
disabled by a common cause failure(CCF).

As shown in Figure 1. The CCF diagnosis and
monitoring system determines whether a CCF has
occurred by comparing the reactor shutdown signals
from safety and non-safety equipment. In addition, it is
possible to use the characteristic change of the
indication when the safety and non-safety sensor signal
of the same function is transmitted to another path and
the controller’s own self-diagnosis function.
2.1 The Comparison of Reactor Shutdown Signal
There are 14 field signals related to reactor
shutdowns in nuclear power plants. The plant protection
system generates a reactor shutdown signal if the safetyrelated parameters received from the field sensor exceed
the set point. In order to ensure power plant safety, the
diversity protection system receives the same signal and
generates a reactor shutdown signal. Considering this, it
can be concluded that a CCF has occurred when no
reactor shutdown signal is generated in the plant
protection system (safety equipment) and reactor
shutdown in the diversity protection system (non-safety
equipment) occurs. There are 14 signals related to
reactor shutdown, including the high pressure of the
reactor building, which are used as input variables for
diagnosing CCF occurrence. Figure 2 shows the CCF
diagnosis by comparing reactor shutdown signals
transmitted from safety and non-safety systems.

Fig. 2. The comparison of Rx Trip signal

2.2 Comparison of safety system variables with the
same non-safety system variables
By monitoring the differences in process values for
the same purpose of safety and non-safety equipment,
CCF diagnostics and alarm signals of safety-related
instrumentation and control equipment can be provided.
Fig. 1. The concept diagram for CCF diagnosis and
monitoring system.
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When CCF occurs in nuclear power safety system,
the variable of safety system path is changed to
abnormal state, signal stop or transient state.
Nevertheless, the variables in the unsafe system path are
healthy. Therefore, CCF diagnosis is possible when
comparing each variable. For such variable state
monitoring, it is advantageous to monitor the state of
analog variables rather than digital variables. However,
it is necessary to consider in advance that even the same
variable signals have different response characteristics
to the path.
2.3 Using the Self-Diagnosis Function of Control
Equipment
Operator recognition for CCF (Safety System) can be
diagnosed using the watch dog timer function of the
controller itself. When failure occurs in more than two
channel of the plant protection system at the same time,
the reactor stop signal is automatically generated by the
self-diagnosis function of the controller. In this situation,
if no reactor automatic shutdown occurs, the operator of
the main control room should preferentially perform a
manual shutdown of the plant. In case of common cause
of safety system failure, the priority of manual operation
of the equipment of the field operator is the order of the
field manual switch, the field interface module, and the
breaker.
3. Conclusions
Most domestic NPPs have adopted Digital I&C
technology because of its reliability, high-functionality
and flexibility characteristics. In the CCF situation, it is
difficult for the main control room operator to recognize
immediately the CCF accident. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop the cognitive system for MCR
operators to quickly recognize the occurrence of CCF.
The CCF diagnosis and monitoring system is installed
separately from the existing safety and non-safety
facilities. For CCF diagnostics and monitoring,
comparison of reactor shutdown signals in safety and
non-safety facilities, comparison of similar safety and
non-safety variables, and self-diagnosis information on
the controller itself can be used. The CCF diagnostic
monitoring facility is a non-safety facility and provides
an alarm for the operator of the main control room to
immediately recognize that a CCF has occurred. This
system can secure the reliability of CCF diagnosis
results by using signals from existing facilities.
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